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Improving the Requirements Inspection Abilities of Computer Science 

Students through Analysis of their Reading and Learning Styles 

1. Introduction 

Due to the complex nature of software development process, there is an increasing demand for 

skilled software engineers that is expected to grow more in future [1]. Students are expected to 

graduate with the necessary skillset for pursuing their careers in software industry. However, 

research [2] reports that students in academic settings mostly work on small scale projects and 

lack an exposure to industrial strength artifacts as well as team-based activities that are expected 

of them when beginning their jobs in software industry [3]. Therefore, there is a need for 

educators to train students on skills essential for their jobs in software industry. One such skill 

deals with their abilities to review industrial strength software artifacts (e.g., requirements and 

design documents) to find and fix faults early in the development process.  

On that end, Software Requirements Specification (SRS) is considered as one of the most critical 

phases wherein requirements of the software system under development are gathered from 

technical and non-technical stakeholders are translated into Natural Language (NL) document 

(i.e. SRS document) [4]. Faults manifest during SRS development due to the inherent nature of 

NL (i.e. ambiguity, imprecision, and vagueness). These faults, if left undetected can propagate to 

the later stages where they are harder to find and fix [5].  

Therefore, to train students to be able to deliver quality software product on time and to help 

them understand the nature of faults committed during the software development, we simulated 

the way industries trains their newly hired employees on a widely used software verification 

technique known as inspections [6]. During the inspection, skilled inspectors review a software 

artifact to detect and report faults which can then be fixed by the document author. As an 

example, Microsoft routinely train their new developers on inspections to educate them about the 

benefits of software inspections as well as to teach them on the nature of faults committed during 

the development of software artifacts at Microsoft. While educators [7], [8] have tried to emulate 

the inspection trainings; students report large number of false positives and the efforts to 

understand the factors (e.g., educational background, experience, comprehension skills) that 

impact their inspection output have met with limited success.  

Our research is novel as it tries to improve students’ inspection performance by understanding 

the way an individual perceive and process the information. This preference of individuals to 

process, retain, and recall information is known as Learning Styles (LS) [9]. Research [10] in 

psychology showed that each individual vary in their LS and understand information better if it 

is presented in their LS (e.g., understand better by diagrams/flowcharts rather than reading/verbal 

communication). Since SRS documents are written in a standard NL fashion and may not be 

conducive all type of LS preferences.  We also utilize eye tracking technique to understand eye 

movements of students as they perform inspections of externally developed requirements 

document. Our research on eye tracking builds on previous work done in areas of comprehension 

[11], UML class diagrams [12], computer interface evaluation [13]. 

Motivated from these factors, this research reports results from an academic inspection training 

study with an objective to understand the relationship of eye movement and LS data vs. 

inspection output that in turn can be utilized by educators to facilitate inspection training. The 

improved inspection training will help students to acquire inspection skills which in turn lead to 



reduction in skill gap between academia and industry. Thirty-nine graduate and undergraduate 

students went through the inspection process and individually inspected two different documents 

using fault checklist technique. We analyzed the relationship between inspection performance 

and LSs along with eye movement data by taking individual as well as average data for all 

students. The results showed that eye movements are significantly correlated with the number of 

faults detected in general as well as for certain LSs. We also provide insights on how educators 

can utilize this information (eye movements and cognitive preference of students) to design their 

inspection training that would enable the detection of more number of faults. 

2. Background 

This section describes the background on software inspections, LS, and eye-tracking. Section 2.1 

describes the inspections process. Section 2.2 describes LS dimensions and instrument used to 

measure LS. Section 2.3 details eye-tracking concept and terms used in the study. 

2.1 Inspections 

The concept of inspection was introduced by Fagan [14] where the inspection leader chooses a team 
of skilled individuals from pool of inspectors who will perform the inspection. Then, the team-
members individually review a software work-product to identify faults which is returned to the 
document/code author who then fix these faults. 

Due to the importance of inspections in software industry, academicians have used variety of 

techniques to train their students in inspections ranging from giving hands on experience [15] to 

using web based systems [16] for saving in class training time. Research in academia also 

reported results with an objective to improve their training process like: comparing tool based 

and paper based inspections [17], teaching inspection via active learning [7]. While students 

learn how to write software, they don’t get enough training on how to read someone else’s work 

product and how to find problems in an externally produced artifact. This research is trying to 

address this limitation. 

2.2 Learning Styles and Index of Learning Styles 

LSs was first introduced by Kolb [18]. Since then, multiple versions of LS models [19] were 

developed by the psychologists and validated its use in academic environment [10]. This study 

utilized Felder Silverman Learning Style model [20] and an instrument known as Index of 

Learning Styles (ILS) that is used to measure LS of individuals [21]. The ILS is an online 

questionnaire (empirically validated for its reliability and construct validity [22]) that consists of 

44 questions where each dimension has 11 questions. A brief description of four LS dimensions 

is described in Figure 1(a). The LS score of an individual across four dimensions is denoted by 

‘X’ on the top of a category as shown in Figure 1(b). A score between 5-7 and 9-11 states that a 

person has a moderate and strong preference towards a category in a dimension. 

Concept of LS had been used widely in academia to find out the teaching strategies required  to 

improve students’ score [9], using tools to enhance their collaborative learning [23], using LS of 

faculty members to understand changes in utilizing technology [24]. In this study, LS instrument 

is being used to understand how LSs can impact the inspection output and what can be done to 

improve the inspection output of subjects with varying LSs. 



 

Figure 1(a). Felder Silverman 

Learning Style Model 

 

Figure 1(b). Sample ILS score of an individual 

 

2.3 Eye Tracking 

Following are the eye tracking terms utilized in this study: 

 Fixation:  is a point where eyes are relatively stationary and an individual in taking in the 

information. 

 Saccade: Quick eye movement between fixations.  

 Scanpaths: are complete saccade-fixation-saccade sequence and interconnecting saccades.  

 Gaze: is the sum of fixations durations in an area. They are also known as “dwell”, “fixation 

cluster”, or “fixation cycle”. 

 Region of Interest (ROI): is an analysis method where eye movements that fall under certain 

area is evaluated (ROI in this study is the area where fault exist in the document). 

Eye movement system is the result from Javal’s gaze motion research in 1879. The system used 

set of mirrors to observe the eye movement of participants while reading [25]. The results 

showed that people tend to incorporate fixations and saccades instead of reading in a linear 

fashion. Modern eye tracking system works by reflecting infra-red light on an eye, and recording 

the reflection pattern. Early research [26] in eye tracking showed that, people tend to incorporate 

regressive fixations and saccades (instead of reading in a linear fashion) when  faced with 

comprehension difficulty to review their understanding and retention. 

These eye movement factors represents the amount of cognitive processing involved by an 

individual [27]. Cognitive psychologists used eye tracking technology [28], [29] to understand 

Visual/Verbal and Sequential/Global LS preference of individuals by displaying information on 

a computer monitor. The results showed that visual learners tend to focus at the pictures whereas, 

sequential learners read sentences, took more time to read the information, and had less vertical 

eye movements. This study utilized eye movements to understand the reading patterns of 

students as they review requirements document. We hypothesize that eye tracking in conjunction 



with LSs can provide insights into factors that could be manipulated to design effective 

inspection training modules thereby enhancing students’ skills by increase in inspection output. 

3. Experiment Design 

To understand the relation between eye tracking with LSs to gain insights into factors to design 

effective inspection training, we analyzed the eye movement of students during the requirements 

inspection and measured their LSs along with their inspection output (# of faults found and time 

spent) to understand whether certain eye movements and LSs are better suited for software 

reviews. We also wanted to determine the ways to facilitate the inspection training and review 

process. As a side benefit, performing inspection would also help students understand fault prone 

areas of requirement documents that can be carried over to their future career in industry. 

3.1 Research Questions (RQs) 

The following research questions were investigated in this study: 

Research Question 1: Do SE students vary in their eye movements during the requirements 

inspection? 

Research Question 2: What eye movement factor(s) most positively impact the fault 

detection ability of software inspectors? 

Research Question 3: How does eye movements and LSs correlate with inspection output? 

3.2 Participating Subjects 

Thirteen (13) graduate students and twenty-six (26) undergraduate students at North Dakota State 

University (NDSU) participated in the study. Undergraduate students were enrolled in System 

Analysis and Design course and graduate students were enrolled in Requirements Engineering 

course. Both the courses focus specifically on learning how to perform inspections (of 

requirements and design documents) and understand its impact on overall software quality. 

3.3 Artifact 

Participants used two different requirements documents for inspection as described in Table 1. 

Both the documents were developed in plain English externally and utilized in several studies as 

well as by Microsoft to train their newly hired employees on the inspection process [30], [31]. 

Table 1: Software requirements documents used 

SRS Developer Purpose Length Faults 

Loan Arranger System 

(LAS)   

Microsoft 

professionals 

In-class inspection training 11 pages 30 

Parking Garage Control 

System (PGCS) 

University of 

Maryland 

Inspection in eye tracking 

settings 

14 pages 34 

3.4 Eye Tracking Instrument 

To record eye movements of students during the inspection, a non-invasive EyeLink 1000 desktop 

mount from SR research that sits at the bottom of the viewing area was used (Figure 2) in this 

research. It records eye movements with a sample frequency of 250-2000Hz along with tracking 

range of 32o x 25o. It has accuracy greater than 0.5 degree and a resolution less than 0.01 degree. 

The EyeLink 1000 desktop mount consists of three main components: high speed camera, infrared 

illuminator, and a host PC to record eye movement data captured from camera. 



 

Figure 2. Inspection task in eye-tracking laboratory 

3.5 Experiment Procedure 

The experiment was conducted in a series of steps described below: 

Step 1 – Collecting Learning Styles: Students from both the courses went through a LS 

questionnaire (can be accessed at: https://www.engr.ncsu.edu/learningstyles/ilsweb.html [21]) 

that has 44 multiple choice questions. The result of this survey is LS score across one category in 

each dimension as shown in Figure 1(b). 

Step 2a – Inspection Training: Students from both the courses were trained on how to detect and 

report faults using fault-checklist technique. Examples were provided by the instructor to guide 

the inspection process. The training was held during a classroom session and lasted for 70 

minutes. 

Step 2b – Inspection and Reflection of LAS SRS: During this step, each participant read LAS 

document to perform individual inspection and reported faults. The faults were reported in the 

fault list and false positives were marked by one of the researcher. Fault forms were returned 

back to the students along with the seeded fault list to perform reflection on their inspection 

performance. Students were asked to read through each fault description to comment on whether 

they saw (but did not reported) or missed faults during inspection.  

Step 3 – Inspecting PGCS requirements with Eye tracker: After a week (to avoid fatigue effect), 

each participant inspected PGCS document in eye-tracking laboratory as shown in Figure 2. One 

of the researchers was present in the eye-tracking laboratory to assist participants during the 

inspection by: a) adjusting or re-calibrating the eye-tracker; b) start/stop or pause/resume the 

inspection. Each page of PGCS requirements document was displayed on a computer monitor at 

a resolution of 1080 × 1920. During the inspection, participants used left and right click of the 

mouse to move between the pages. The eye-tracker at the bottom of the monitor recorded eye 

movements throughout the inspection task along ‘x’ and ‘y’ axis. To report faults without 

disrupting the eye tracking, participants were asked to talk-it-out-loud. A voice recorder was 

used to assist fault reporting where participant mentioned the line number where they found the 

fault and explain why it represents a problem. To avoid fatigue effect during the inspection task, 

participants were allowed to take breaks without changing the distance of their chair (i.e. 

moving) from the eye tracker. At the end of inspection, fault recordings were transcribed into a 

fault list along with the timing data (i.e. start and stop time, breaks, time when each fault was 

found). The entire process resulted in 39 fault lists (one per student).  

https://www.engr.ncsu.edu/learningstyles/ilsweb.html


4. Data Collection 

This section details the raw and calculated eye tracking data that was collected during the 

inspection of PGCS document. The eye movement data was used as an input in EyeMMV tool 

(https://github.com/krasvas/EyeMMV) that was utilized to identify fixations, saccades, and 

analyze areas where faults were present (i.e. ROI). Twenty-seven places were identified in the 

PGCS document where fault exists and were marked as ROI’s with the help of a software tool 

known as IrfanView (http://www.irfanview.com): that calculates coordinates in the form of Xstart, 

Ystart and Xend, Yend axis of marked region automatically. EyeMMV tool extracted the gaze data 

of each participant and removed any noise (i.e. eye blinks where no data was recorded) present. 

The filtered data was then analyzed as the relationship between inspection effectiveness and eye 

movements of participants during inspection. For each participant, the eye movement data from 

each page was collected and are described below in detail: 

 Ttotal: each participant spent some time in milliseconds (ms) on each page during the 

inspection. Hence, 14 durations for each page (converted into seconds) were calculated. 

 Tfixation: During the inspection, participant focused on certain areas of document (where eyes 

are relatively stationary) that involves cognitive processing to detect faults. These led to 

generation of fixations (Figure 3B) and time spent for fixating each page was calculated.  

 Slinear: To find reading style (i.e. linear/random) of inspectors, we calculated scanpaths 

(Figure 3A). Only first occurrence of reading was considered for calculating scanpaths 

because participant tend to search for information while reading back which may not involve 

their usual way of reading. 

 FROI: total number of fixations by the participant at the region where faults exist in the PGCS 

document. 

 TROI: total time taken (in seconds) by the participant to read through the ROI’s during 

inspection. 

Mean value of each variable was calculated to analyze the overall eye movement of a participant. 

 

Figure 3. Sample Scanpaths and Fixations 

https://github.com/krasvas/EyeMMV
http://www.irfanview.com/


5. Results 

This section analyzes the impact of eye movement and LSs of inspectors on the inspection 

effectiveness (# of faults) and efficiency (faults/hour). 

5.1 Analysis of Eye Tracking Data 

This section presents the general trends and variation in the eye movements (via eye tracking 

data) across undergraduate and graduate students and their correlation to inspection effectiveness 

(# of faults found) and efficiency (fault rate). 

To provide an overview of the results; Table 2 compares the average eye tracking data (first 7 

rows) and inspection output (last 2 rows) for undergraduate and graduate students. The data is 

average for each page (and for each ROI). As mentioned in Section 4, Slinear is the percentage of 

linear eye movement of participant while inspecting requirements document and calculated as 

the ratio of linear saccades to total saccades in each page. To normalize the comparison, Slinear 

data for each participant was averaged for each page. Similarly, percentage fixation is the ratio of 

fixations at ROI to the total fixations on a page and percentage duration is the ratio of duration at 

ROI to total duration in each page.  

Table 2. Eye tracking and Inspection Data 

 

Major insights from Table 2 are discussed below: 

 Generally, both undergraduate and graduate students demonstrated linear reading pattern 

(Slinear values of 82.52% and 81.96% respectively). This trend of linear scanpath was 

consistent across individual subjects. This means, during inspection of NL requirements, 

students tend to read requirements in a linear fashion irrespective of their LS preference to 

comprehend the information presented. 

 Contrary to our expectations, undergraduate students (as opposed to graduate students) had 

higher average linear saccade, percentage fixations per ROI, percentage duration per ROI. 

Consequently, undergraduate students demonstrated higher fault detection effectiveness and 

efficiency (not by a big margin though). These results hold true with the previous study at 

Microsoft [32] where higher level of technical education (i.e. Bachelors vs. Masters vs. 

Doctorate) was inversely correlated with inspection performance.  Hence, it is necessary to 

train students with higher technical knowledge on reading requirement document from a 

customer’s perspective as not bog down with more design details and try to fixate on fault 

prone areas of software artifacts so that their effort is well spent. 

5.2 Eye Movement vs. Inspection Analysis 

To quantify the impact of eye tracking (Tfixation, Ttotal, Slinear, FROI, TROI) on inspection output 

(fault count and fault rate), multiple regression analysis was performed to evaluate which factors 



significantly impact inspection output. The results for both undergraduate and graduate students 

was combined for this analysis and reported in Table 3. Major observations follow: 

Table 3. Students vs. eye movement 

 

 Out of five, four eye movement variables (Tfixation, Ttotal, FROI, TROI) were positively 

correlated to inspection effectiveness but only FROI was significantly correlated. That is, 

participants who were able to find inconsistencies (spend more time) at ROI’s were in turn 

able to detect and report larger number of faults. Hence, educators should try to train students 

so that they are able to comprehend requirements faster, are able to identify fault prone areas 

which would in turn lead to an increase in number of faults reported during inspection. 

 While all five eye movement factors were negatively correlated to inspection efficiency, 

Tfixation and Ttotal had a significant negative correlation. That means, fault detection rate will 

reduce if more time spent fixating at the region where no fault exists. Hence, it is necessary 

for students to spend time to fixate at ROI rather than spending time to fixate across entire 

document to increase inspection efficiency. Therefore, students’ are required to be trained on 

how to identify the fault prone requirements and focus extensively on those requirements to 

enhance their inspection output. 

 It was observed by one of the researchers that participant first read the document to 

comprehend the information presented and re-visit pages to search and verify the information 

or to understand it again for detecting faults. This results in increase of inspection time and 

reduced inspection efficiency. To reduce this search overhead, we can use this information to 

rearrange the requirements content so it is easy to recall supporting information (e.g., 

assumptions and dependencies) when reviewing functional or system specific information. 

5.3 Eye Tracking and LSs vs. Inspection Effectiveness 

For eye movement (i.e. linear vs. random), raw LS data revealed that, Sequential and Global LSs 

were fairly distributed among all participants. The linear trend might be due to the fact that the 

PGCS document was written as paragraphs in NL which led participants to review it in a linear 

fashion despite of their LS preference. We also wanted to investigate whether eye movement of 

individuals of certain LSs favors inspection effectiveness positively as compared to other LSs. 

This was done to understand if requirements documents need to be written in a way that is 

conducive to LSs of students that may enable higher comprehension of information which in turn 

will improve their performance.  

LS preference of an individual is formed with the combination of categories across four 

dimensions (e.g., ACT-SEN-VIS-SEQ). In our raw data, out of 39 members, only three had 

preferences towards Verbal LS and therefore, Visual vs. Verbal dimension was removed and 

remaining categories were analyzed (Active-ACT, Reflective-REF, Sensing–SEN, Intuitive-INT, 

Sequential-SEQ, and Global-GLO). Participants were grouped into their respective LS clusters 

using six LS categories across three dimensions. Due to less number of participants both 

undergraduate and graduate student data was combined to form clusters. The final LS clusters 



were: ACT-INT-GLO (four), ACT-SEN-GLO (nine), ACT-SEN-SEQ (five), REF-SEN-GLO 

(nine), REF-SEN-SEQ (six), ACT-INT-SEQ (two), REF-INT-GLO (two), and REF-INT-SEQ 

(two). We performed multiple regression test to evaluate the correlation of eye movement factors 

of each LS vs. inspection output. Out of eight LS clusters, ACT-INT-SEQ, REF-INT-GLO, and 

REF-INT-SEQ were removed from analysis (since each had only two participants) and might 

deviate the results. The results appear in Table 4 and discussed below: 

Table 4. Eye movement vs performance of different LSs 

 

 Participants with REF-SEN-SEQ LSs has the maximum number of significantly positive eye 

movement factors (Tfixation, Ttotal) with inspection effectiveness. The other two factors (FROI, 

TROI) are positively correlated and are close to being significant. Therefore, inspectors who 

tend to think about the system, follow details carefully, and perform inspection step by step 

in a linear fashion may find inconsistencies and hence, fixate at the fault region and find 

larger number of faults. 

 Interestingly, participants with ACT-INT-GLO has all eye movement factors that are 

positively correlated with effectiveness and efficiency. One factor is significant (Ttotal) and 

two eye movement factors (FROI, TROI) that are quite close to being significant to inspection 

effectiveness. Hence, if inspectors who prefer to take small jumps during inspection, try to 

find meanings and possibilities of fault in requirements may focus on region where fault 

exists and can lead to higher fault detection with higher fault detection rate. 

 Also, REF-SEN-GLO (for effectiveness) and ACT-SEN-GLO (for both effectiveness and 

efficiency) participants had all eye movement factors that were negatively correlated. But 

ACT-SEN-GLO LS has two eye movement factors (FROI, TROI) with strong negative 

correlation with inspection effectiveness and it has maximum (four) variables that has 

significant negative correlation with efficiency. This result give an insight that it will be a 

good practice to train students to inspect requirements documents in a step by step logical 

fashion else it will affect the rate by which inspectors report faults. 



Although the number of participants in some LS clusters were small, these results indicate that 

during inspection, inspectors who think about the requirements of the system presented first and 

then proceed step by step by following fault checklist process can focus more at the fault region 

(i.e. ROI) and hence, detect and report significantly large number of faults. Results also reveal 

that; ACT-SEN-GLO LS has the most significant negative impact on inspection performance. 

6. Discussion 

The objective of our study was to investigate the impact of individual eye movement and LS 

factors to improve student’s understanding of requirements inspection. The results of the analysis 

can be utilized by academicians to train students to reduce the necessary skill gap between 

academia and industry by helping students to acquire the required inspection skills Based on the 

results, following is the brief discussion for each research question: 

Research Question 1: Do SE students vary in their eye movements during the requirements 

inspection? 

To find whether reading trend of students vary based on their level of education, we compared 

the eye movements and inspection performance of undergraduate vs. graduate students (Table 2). 

During the comparison, it was found that both undergraduate and graduate students tend to read 

requirements document in a linear fashion. Among both, undergraduate students spend more 

time fixating at the fault region and had higher inspection effectiveness and efficiency as 

compared to graduate students. Generally, fixations were scattered across entire document. 

Therefore, educators should train students on reading requirements and develop inspection 

training in a manner that enables students to comprehend information easily to reduce inspection 

time and increase their tendency to focus at the area where faults may exist. Also, students with 

higher technical knowledge should inspect requirements from a customer’s perspective (what 

system is supposed to do?) and not as a developer (how system is supposed to achieve functional 

requirements?). Developing inspection training that enables students to detect large number of 

faults with reduced inspection time would result in high cost savings to software industry in 

terms of saving re-work effort and time. 

Research Question 2: What eye movement factor(s) most positively impact the fault detection 

ability of software inspectors? 

It is necessary for educators to design high quality inspection training for students that can reduce 

inspection effort and increases inspection outcome. Hence, we compared different eye movement 

factors (Table 3) that can help educators in inspection training design. While comparing eye 

movement factors, it was found that inspectors who focus at the fault region significantly (i.e. find 

inconsistencies at ROI) found higher number of faults and should avoid spending more time at 

other regions of requirements document that can affects inspection fault rate negatively. This 

result could help educators to train their students to avoid spending unnecessary time looking for 

faults once they understood the requirements they are read. 

Research Question 3: How does eye movements and LSs correlate with inspection output? 

We also wanted to investigate whether students’ LS preference with their eye movement data 

have an impact of inspection outcome. Students were grouped into their respective LS cluster 

(e.g., Reflective-Sensing-Sequential or REF-SEN-SEQ) and inspection effectiveness as well as 

efficiency were compared for each LS cluster against their eye movement factors (Table 4). 

Results show that, students with different LS preference had different eye movement factors and 



that affects inspection outcome. Results also revealed that students with certain LSs (i.e. REF-

SEN-SEQ) spent significant amount of time fixating on the document and spent more time 

fixating at the fault region which favors inspection effectiveness positively. 

From the results, it is suggested that educators should train students to understand as well as to 

adopt qualities of LSs (during inspection) that have a positive impact on inspection performance. 

Hence, students should be trained towards inspecting requirements document in a logical fashion 

(i.e. step by step and avoiding random jumps), thinking about the details of system in the 

document (to avoid any assumption or omission of details), and focusing more at the fault region 

by avoiding unnecessary time spent on detecting faults. Also, Active-Intuitive-Global or ACT-

INT-GLO and REF-SEN-SEQ had eye movement factors (except Slinear) positively correlated 

with inspection efficiency but the correlation was not significant. This introduces a thought that; 

apart from students’ understanding, inspection may also rely more on the way requirements 

documents are written that leads to fixations and quick fault detection. Hence, educators can use 

the relationship between eye movement and LSs vs inspection performance to improve their 

training by teaching students to follow inspection process and focus more at areas where faults 

usually manifest (i.e. ROI’s) in requirements document. This reduces the effort spent and lead to 

detection of high number of faults with higher pace. We plan to evaluate this aspect in future 

studies in hope of training students better in software inspections. 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 

Based on the results in this study, LS and eye tracking factors of students do have an impact on 

inspection outcome. The results show that, LS and eye movement factors can be utilized by 

academicians to train students to acquire the required inspection skills. This leads to reduction in 

re-work effort and time for software industry and reduces skill gap between industry and 

academia. The results indicated need for a training technique that could be utilized by educators to 

train students to focus more on fault prone areas. Results also gave insights for the need of a 

writing technique of requirements where faults could be detected easily. While this study reports 

the results in context of software requirements, it can be used to train students in other necessary 

software skills (development of requirements/design document, writing quality code) as well as to 

find a way to improve their performance. These results motivate us for further investigation where 

future work would include higher number of participants to find effect of LS of students (that 

were not included in this study) on inspection performance to enhance their training. Another 

future work includes investigating effect of certain LS categories (e.g., Sensing vs. Intuitive) may 

have on students’ performance during requirements inspections. 
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